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Submission content: I appreciate your offer to make a submission
addressing the Draft Western City District Plan. I attended the recent
community consultations of the Greater Sydney Commission at
Penrith: glossy handouts and presentations, and friendly,
accommodating and committed staff. Alas I left the deliberations
feeling this was all a colossal waste of dollars and energies.
Motherhoods abounding but no promise of any ‘teeth’ in sight. The
Menangle development decision is only the most recent of so many
dismissals of community concerns in the South West of Sydney. This,
despite three Councils (Camden, Campbelltown and Wollondilly)
miraculously in concert, objecting. The final arbiters? NSW Planning
Department, guidance courtesy of the GSC. Outcome? Go right ahead.
The good workers conducting the GSC workshops would appear,
unfortunately, to be a part of an expensive smokescreen. The
objective? To placate community members with elaborate
‘consultations’ and proceed as already determined. South-West
Sydney had an excellent GSC advocate familiar with our region in
Sheridan Dudley. She has now been sidelined. The administrative
decision to combine South West and West into a region to be
dominated by the construction of the aerotropolis reflects a flagrant
disregard of the diversity within the area. Concerns particular and



unique to the heritage and lived community of Camden township and
environs can find no voice here. Chainsaws, bulldozers and graders
are the sound track to much that is happening across the region. We’d
hoped for a body that could/would recognise and champion difference
– manage the old perennial of chewing gum and walking at the same
time. Why would a concerned community member continue on with this
charade and lend any legitimacy to the outcome? Despite the
elaborate process of consultations being conducted it is not possible to
muster any faith that the concerns and interests of the Camden
community will be reflected in the Western City District Plan when it is
finalised. Yours most sincerely Sue Way
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